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Gallup’s State of the American
Workplace Report 2013 revealed that
70% of workers are not engaged at
work. Engagement statistics are not the
problem. They are the symptom. This
statistic is a glaring indictment of
leadership. We’ve become comfortable
and stuck in how we think about and
practice leadership. It’s time for
leadership that pushes the limits and
gets people to willingly, enthusiastically,
and repeatedly say “yes,” engage and
contribute. It’s time for “Ultra”
Leadership.
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position

We’ve got a problem.
People are radically disengaged
at

work.

Gallup’s

State

of

the

American Workplace Report 2013
revealed that 70% of workers are
not engaged. That’s an expensive
statistic. The report estimates that
employee engagement levels cost
the US economy between $450bn
and $550bn a year! Worldwide the
news is even gloomier. According to
Gallup’s

State

of

the

Global

Workforce Report 2013, only 13%
of the workforce is engaged at
work. This means that they are
emotionally disconnected from their
work

and

less

productive.

This

means that we aren't growing our
businesses. This means we aren’t
growing our teams.
These engagement statistics are
not the problem. They are merely
the symptom. There is no way to
see these statistics as anything but
a glaring indictment of leadership.
The problem is that our current
paradigm of leadership is failing.
The way we think about leadership
and practice leadership is failing us.
Why?

Too

many

leaders

are

phoning it in. Too many leaders
focus only on short-term business
results. Too many leaders have a
preference for “quick and easy” and
“one and done.” Too many rely on

and

title

to

“drive”

engagement. We are seeing the
results

of

these

preferences

all

around us and in the data from the
Gallup reports.
Something is wrong. To continue
on the current path makes no sense.
We must imagine a different future.
Our organizations – and the people
within them – are calling us to wake
up, see our connectedness, and
demonstrate as much concern for
people as we have for the bottom
line.

We need a new way.
When we think about leadership
we tend to think about producing
business

results.

That’s

partially

correct; leadership is about pushing
the limits, disrupting the status quo,
and

driving

Leadership

positive
must

change.

move

the

organization from point A to point B.
But leadership isn’t a one-and-done
enterprise. A tick-the-box approach
won’t

do.

When

we

take

a

superficial approach to leadership
and

driving

change,

we

fail

to

generate the level of understanding
required to sustaining any change
effort.

We

commitment

fail

to

because

get

real

we

don’t

concurrently get people to engage
and contribute.
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Leadership is responsible for
getting

people

to

“yes,”

engage

and

contribute.

willingly,

Leadership must take us to the

enthusiastically, and repeatedly say

edge of what we think is possible

“yes,” engage and contribute. It is in

and inspire us to push farther. It
must do this over and over again.

this area where leadership is failing
miserably. We see engagement as
an afterthought or an HR initiative
rather than a primary responsibility
and reflection of leadership.
The phone-it-in, flat, tepid, shortterm,

power-based

leadership

we

are

way

of

experiencing

How do we develop the will to
push the limits? How do we develop
the

shareholder value, and procedures.
The over-reliance on position and
power

creates

compliance,

not

willing, enthusiastic, and repeated
engagement.
We need to a new approach. We
need to shift to a new paradigm of
leadership and rethink our practice
of leadership. To do these things we

to

get

engage

and

contribute? The short answer is that
we embark on a journey of personal
growth to develop the mindset and
skill set of ultra leadership.

inspires mediocrity. It embraces the
status quo. It follows rules, polls,

skill

Developing the mindset and skill
set of ultra leadership is akin to the
hero’s journey. If we’ve been called
to

leadership,

then

we

have

a

responsibility to engage in ongoing
development that takes us to our
edges. This means growing who we
are

as

people

in

addition

developing
specific
“competencies.”

to

leadership

In “The Fifth Discipline,” Peter

need to be ready to undertake the
journey and to go the distance.

Senge

Ultra Leadership

mastery goes beyond competence

We need a new way. The word

ultra means “beyond usual and
ordinary.” We need leadership that
goes beyond usual and ordinary. We
need “ultra leadership – the will to
push the limits combined with the
skill to get people to willingly,
enthusiastically, and repeatedly say

mastery.”

writes
He

about

“personal

says,

“Personal

and skills…it means approaching
one’s life as a creative work, living
life from a creative as opposed to a
reactive viewpoint.” This is at the
core of ultra leadership. It’s what is
missing from our current experience
of leadership – the will to take the
“hero’s journey” to personal mastery
and ultra leadership.
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Hope Pass
Life is a series of choices. In each moment we have a choice: say yes and
move forward, stand still, or go back. I experienced this existentially three
years ago as I was making my way to the top of Hope Pass, 12,600’ up in
the Colorado Rockies.
About a dozen years ago I was inspired to get up off the couch and move
forward. I started running. My wife had become what is referred to in the
running community as an “ultra-runner.” Ultra-runners run distances greater
than a marathon, typically at least 50 kilometers or 24 hours or any number
of days. Watching her and meeting other ultra-runners was inspiring. I
started on roads, running short distances. I entered some 5K and 10K
races. Eventually I moved on to sprint triathlons and ultimately joined the
ultra-running community myself running 50Ks and multi-day events.
My first ultra event was the TransRockies Run. It’s a six-day, 125 mile run
with over 26,000 feet of elevation climb. Every day was another first for me.
The climb up to Hope Pass on day two was the most challenging trail
experience I’d had up to that point. There are moments in an experience
like that, when I’m out on a trail and I’m exhausted and I want to turn back. I
can’t. The run is point to point. The start line is gone. There’s no one there. I
want to stop. I can’t. I’m in the middle of nowhere. The only option is
forward. I learned that when you can’t control anything else, you can control
breathing and moving forward.
As I was making the ascent, focusing on my breathing, I began repeating to
myself, “Go to the edge. Push farther. Repeat.” Those words got me up and
over Hope Pass and would carry me through many other moments on the
trails. They’ve become my mantra for running, for living, and for leading.
Once we accept the call to lead, we can’t go back. We can’t stop. The only
way is forward. And if we’re going to go forward, let’s go to the edge. Let’s
push farther. That’s ultra leadership. I am determined to make this journey. I
invite you to join me. Let’s make the journey together to more authentic and
ultra leadership.
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we are not connected to the people

Go to the edge.
At the core of ultra leadership is
the willingness to engage in ongoing
personal

and

development.

leadership
This

means

intentionally looking for our edges
and pushing past them out of our
comfort zones and into the field of

who work for us and with us. In an
age

of

technological

connectedness we have become
disconnected from one another. We
cannot

hope

said,

“Leadership

Push farther.

learn. We begin to live and lead
than

mindset, we become more curious
and more conscious. That’s a good
thing because if we are to get
people to say “yes,” engage and
contribute, we need to wake up. Too
many in leadership have slipped into
unconsciousness.

There

are

too

many of us living and working on
auto-pilot,

taking

a

tick-the-box

approach, racing from quarter to
quarter

with

a

narrow

Repeat.

a

When we take on the learner’s

and

shortsighted view of what to do and
creating flat and tepid results. We
have fallen asleep and become
disconnected from ourselves.
As we become more conscious,
we begin to see and experience real
interconnectedness. There are too
many of us living and working as if

others

Go to the edge.

and

other.” When we push the limits we
rather

engage

real connection with them.

learning are indispensible to each

from a creative
reactive viewpoint.

to

without seeking and maintaining a

learning and leadership. John F.
Kennedy

hyper-

Greater

consciousness

and

awareness of interconnection leads
us to be genuinely concerned for
others. There are too many of us
who

are

shrinking

the

circle

of

concern we create for other people.
To

protect

ourselves

from

discomfort, we are letting less and
less in.
Too many of us have an “I’ve
got mine; you get yours.” attitude.
Too many of us have our heads in
the sand. Our people experience
this as indication that we value
them

extrinsically

for

what

they

produce and not intrinsically for who
they

are.

They

have

a

sense,

justified in many cases, that they
are disposable. It’s hardly realistic
to expect high engagement if that is
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the predominant experience
people in our workforce.
Ultra

leaders

of

intentionally

seek to become more conscious,
connected,

and

concerned.

For

many in leadership, making this shift
in mindset is a “Go to the edge”
experience for it runs counter to
much of what they’ve learned about
management and leadership. And if
we

are

going

to

authentically

engage others and inspire them to
push the limits and maximize their
contributions, we have to go to the
edge and become more conscious,
more

connected,

and

more

concerned.

and maintain a new foundational
skill set.

Push farther.
Think about the list of leadership
competencies you’ve been asked to
develop over the years: problem
solving, decision making, influencing,
planning,

delegating,

analysis,

presenting,

feedback,

listening,

financial
coaching,

inquiry,

team

management, negotiation, listening,
visioning,

strategic

thinking,

organization, collaboration, and on
and on.
These

competencies

learned

through

are

“horizontal”

leadership development. They are
the “apps” of effective leadership.
We use these different apps in
different

circumstances

situations.
these

It’s

good

to

competencies

and
develop

and

the

different techniques that may be
associated with the application of
them.

Conscious, Connected, Concerned

Growing our ultra leadership
mindset

is

like

upgrading

our

personal operating system. It is
“vertical” leadership development.
Committing to shifting our mindset
takes us to our edge. Once there,
we need to push farther for to
engage others we’ll need to develop

To

leverage

leadership
need

to

the

competencies
engage

in

myriad
we

will

vertical

development in addition to adding
new

apps

through

horizontal

development training. When we take
a multi-dimensional approach to our
own growth and development, we
increase our ability to push the
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limits and inspire others to come

naturally to many or most of us. For

with

most of us, our thinking tends to be

us.

A

approach

multidimensional

includes

developing

a

focused on the near term. We think

foundational skill set that in turn

about the tasks before us today or

enables
us
to
appropriately
leverage all other competencies.

those that need to be completed in

Three skills are foundational to
all

of

the

competencies

just

mentioned. To do any and all of
these things well we must be able
to think carefully, feel fully, and
communicate

effectively.

a

week,

month,

or

perhaps

a

quarter. These tendencies, a shortterm focus, reactivity, and a lack of
curiosity

combine

to

thwart

our

desire to think (and act) carefully
and strategically.

These

Careful thinking can be summed

three skills are what enable the

up as the ability to find meaning in

appropriate

confusion, to think strategically, and

and

masterful

application of all other leadership
skills and competencies.

to

generate

new

and

creative

opportunities to address challenges.
Careful thinking involves being able
to

encounter

confusion,

hold

multiple pieces of information in
memory at any one time, analyze
each piece, and understand the
relationship between and among the
Think Carefully, Feel Fully,

data points in order to lessen the

Communicate Effectively

confusion.

Conscious, Connected, Concerned

One important aspect of careful
thinking is the ability to develop a
vision of the ‘best possible future’ or

Think Carefully

optimal outcome as a response to

To move the business from A to
B and to get people to engage,
work with us, and contribute to the
enterprise we need to be able to
think carefully. The problem before
us is that careful, strategic thinking
is

not

something

that

comes

confusion. Generating opportunities
as part of careful thinking means
using

all relevant information

at

hand to address the situation while
holding the vision in focus and
designing the optimal way forward
rather than the obvious. Our ability
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to think carefully is directly tied to
our ability to feel fully.
All thinking involves emotion. Our
brains are hardwired to ensure that
emotion is involved in our thought
process as a survival instinct. Our
inability to perceive the realities of
an

experience,

emotions

and

including

actions

of

the
others

could have damaging effects if that
inability leads to careless thinking in
a challenging situation. To ensure
that

thinking

is

careful

and

appropriate to the situation we need
to feel fully.
Feel Fully
The second foundational skill of

ultra leadership is the ability to feel
fully. It is our capacity to feel fully
that enables us to think carefully
and communicate effectively. To
feel fully means to be emotionally
self-aware
and
capable
of
managing our emotions in order to
positively engage and interact with
others. In other words, feeling fully
is all about emotional intelligence.
Emotional

Intelligence

is

“the

capacity for recognizing our own
feelings and those of others, for

intelligence enables us to feel fully
and engage each situation, problem,
challenge, opportunity, and individual
and see the range of possibilities
that exist there and think, act, and
communicate appropriately
the circumstance.

given

Communicate Effectively
The third foundational skill of

ultra leadership is the ability to
communicate
effectively.
Communicating effectively involves
designing, convening, hosting and/or
engaging in conversations vital to
connecting with others, driving the
business, and achieving success. To
do this well, leaders must have a
capacity for conversing, listening,
and clearly presenting ideas to
team members, stakeholders and
customers.
David Isaacs, co-originator of

The World Café, says, “A primary
role of leaders is to design, convene,
and host conversations that matter.”
Leaders must be able to engage in
conversations in a way that moves
the situation forward. We do this by
listening,
asking
provocative
questions,
and
guiding
the
conversation to intelligent action.

motivating

ourselves,

and

for

managing

emotions

well

in

Listening requires real presence

ourselves and our relationships…

and focus. That is, we must be

(Goleman).”

conscious,

The

self-awareness

connected,

and

associated with higher emotional
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concerned. Only then is our listening

complexity of their experience with

active

and

authentic.

a “ready, FIRE, aim” mentality. This

listening

skills

are

Strong
to

“ready, FIRE, aim” tendency keeps

another aspect of communicating

us racing along at an unsustainable

effectively

powerful

pace, downloading old ideas onto

questions. Leaders need to be able

new challenges and crossing our

to frame questions that encourage

fingers that it will all work out. When

reflection and dialogue. Through our

we are in the grip of this mentality

more effective communication we

we give lip service to becoming

encourage others to think carefully

more

and

the

outside of the box.” The reality is

intelligent

our “ready, FIRE, aim” addiction is a
box of our own making.

feel

–

also

vital

asking

fully,

thus

conversation

to

action

inviting

and

guiding

more

those

we

encounter to join us in the field of

ultra leadership.

innovative

“thinking

"Ready, FIRE, aim" is a sign of
our careless thinking, incomplete
feeling,

Repeat.
How do we make being more
conscious,

and

connected,

and

and

communicating.

ineffective

This

tendency

is

killing our ability to be competitive
and

to

answer

our

important

concerned an ongoing reality? How

questions with creative and bold

do we continually grow our ability to

solutions. It

think

engaging

carefully,

feel

fully,

and

keeps
our

us

from

people

and

communicate effectively? How do

encouraging

we scale this mindset and skill set

contribution.
"Ready,
FIRE,
aim" keeps us chasing our tails.

of ultra leadership as we work to
drive

positive

change

and

get

people to say “yes” and engage and

real

and

powerful

The challenge is that aiming first

contribute? The answer to these

is

questions lies in our need to “aim
before we fire.”

naturally to many or most of us. For
most of us, our thinking tends to be

In my years of consulting I have

about the tasks before us today or

encountered
describe

many

their

people

organizations

not

something

that

comes

focused on the near term. We think

who

those that need to be completed in

as

a week, a month, or perhaps a

places with a strong culture of
“ready, FIRE, aim.” They admit their
tendency to react to the pace and

quarter. There is also the reality that,
without discipline our thinking and
decision-making

is

reactive
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influenced by our capacity (or lack

Deciding to aim first and then go

thereof) to feel fully, to understand

is a choice. When we decide to aim

and manage our emotions. Another

first we are making six choices.

factor in our inability to aim first is
the fact that as we age we lose our
sense of curiosity. We become
knowers instead of learners.
These tendencies, a short-term
focus, emotional reactivity, and a
lack of curiosity combine to thwart
any

desire

to

aim

first.

The

implication is that we develop a
pattern

of

thinking,

communicating
and

and

that

counterproductive
limits

doing,

to

engaging

is

pushing

the

people

to

contribute. We race from A to B
downloading old solutions onto new
situations. We lock-in the “ready, fire,
aim” mindset and our thinking and
doing

become

more

and

more

operational or tactical as we do
what is most expedient in the near
term and soothes the heightened
emotional state we are in due to our
reactivity.

pattern is that we become static,
fixed in time and space. The longer
this pattern goes on the wider the
between

strategic

thinking

(when it occurs) and strategic action
can become. So if it is not natural
for us, how do we develop our
capacity to aim?

leaders

choose

to

be

present. We respond rather than
react. We develop the emotional
intelligence
time

to

to

give

engage

ourselves
in

critical

thinking.
2. Ultra

leaders

choose

to

be

observant. We look for trends
and identify opportunities to work
across

boundaries

to

create

value. We look for industry and
business information that could
change the game. We look to
expand

our

networks

to

see

farther and wider than we could
on our own.
3. Ultra

leaders

choose

to

be

creative. We reframe situations
and

problems.

We

look

to

discover the problems under the
problems.

We

look

for

the

patterns under events.
4. Ultra

A serious consequence of this

gap

1. Ultra

leaders

innovative.
learner

choose

We

encourage

mindset.

assumptions.
multiple

to

be
a

We

question

They

consider

scenarios

and

multiple

perspectives

exploring

possible

invite
when

courses

of

action.
5. Ultra

leaders

choose

to

be

strategic. We set goals and align
people around clearly defined,
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achievable actions that push the
limits and disrupt the status quo.
6. Ultra

leaders

choose

to

be

purposeful. We develop plans.
We have a preference for action.
We decide, plan, and execute.

The A3 Model
care to aim before firing. How do we
grow our capacity to aim before we
and

cascade

this

capacity

throughout our organizations?
thing

that

has

helped

in

One
many

organizations in which we’ve worked
is

the

The

A3

Model

introduction

of

a

simple

mental model – A3, which signifies
three steps: Aim, Align, and Act.

helps

leaders

remember that they have a choice
to make in each moment that can
take

them

and

organization

Ultra leadership in action takes

fire

And, we want them to aim first and
then go.

their

beyond

team
usual

and
and

ordinary.
When used as a tool or social
technology, the A3 Model asks some
basic questions, helping us to Aim,
Align, and Act.
AIM
•

Where are we going?

•

Where are we now?

•

How are we now?

Align
•

What are our options?

•

How will we work together?

•

What route forward is best?

Act
•

What will we do?

•

When will we get there?

•

Who will drive what?
Using the A3 Model, we remind

ourselves and encourage others to
The A3 Model functions as a
both

a

reminder

technology

and

enabling

leadership mindset and
take hold, replicate, and
those
organizations.
leaders and their teams
want them to go as fast

a

social

ultra
skill set to
scale within
We
want
to “go.” We
as they can.
an

think more carefully, to feel more
fully, and

to

communicate

more

effectively. It helps us examine and
answer the question raised at the
outset, “How can we get people to
say,
‘yes,’
contribute?”

and

engage
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Help people say, “yes.”

Competence is assumed. Position is

Ultra leadership attends to how
people are engaging and accepts
ownership of that reality. The field
we create when we adopt the
mantle of ultra leadership invites
people to engage and contribute –
the opposite of the usual, ordinary,
phone-it-in, flat, tepid, short-term,
power-based way of leading.

People say “yes” and follow from a

Ultra leadership calls us to be
present and multidimensional, to
take the long view and get others to
say, “yes” through who we are as
people. This is the way of personal
power. This is the most powerful
and lasting method of leadership.

respected

but

not

paramount.

place of trust in our truthfulness, our
consistency, and our compassion.

ultra
leadership – being someone who
pushes the limits and inspires others
to (voluntarily and repeatedly) say
“yes” all the time requires our full
attention and intention. It is a daily
practice and a life-long journey. It is
a journey that heroes make – to go
to the edge and push farther. It is a
journey that brings about stronger,
more effective, and more authentic
leadership.
Taking

the

path

of

Dr. Greg Giuliano gets leaders and teams to go beyond usual and ordinary. Greg
designs personal- and team-development strategies that create alignment and
build the leadership muscle required to coordinate action and lead real change.
Greg has coached senior executives and leadership teams all over the world to
accelerate their development and grow their capacity to engage others and lead.
Greg heads up Giuliano Associates, a consulting firm specializing in executive
coaching, team and organization development, and leadership development. Greg’s
personal motto, “Go to the edge. Push farther. Repeat.” provides the foundation for
his work: to grow “ultra leadership,” which is the will to go beyond usual and
ordinary and push the limits, combined with the skill to get people to willingly,
enthusiastically, and repeatedly engage and contribute to important work. He is the
creator of the Ultra Leadership 360 and author of the Amazon Bestseller, Ultra

Leadership: Go Beyond Usual and Ordinary to Engage Others and Lead Real
Change.
Connect with Greg on LinkedIn (Linkedin.com/in/greg.giuliano), Twitter
(@ultraleadership) and Facebook (Giuliano Associates).
Info@UltraLeadership.com

UltraLeadership.com
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